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Abstract

The miscellanea deals with the use of the title of / address to Imāms, Āhông (阿訇), among China's Hui Muslims. The title/address of Persian origin is used by different groups of speakers in various ways of pronunciation.

While on the one hand, the title/address Āhông (阿訇) – not Ahong as given e.g. in the EI-entry (Algar 1985: 731–732) – for Imāms in Chinese mostly used for Hui Muslim clerics is well known, on the other hand, its origin is still discussed. When Algar discussed the origins and spread of the Pers. title آخوند – Āḵūnd ~ Āḵōnd ‘religious scholar’ he noted the possible borrowing into Chinese: “By contrast, there can be little doubt that ahong, the Chinese term for the imam of a mosque, is derived from āḵūnd” (Algar 1985: 731–732) and referred to d’Ollone (1911: 439). In the revised/updated version of 2011 we can find the same statement. On the Persian origin of the title/address there is no doubt and it is suggested by the Hui Muslim clerics, too – even though this is not a proof in linguistic sense. During the fieldwork among the Hui communities in Liáochéng some variation in pronunciation of the term could be observed. While Hui Muslim from the Western Chinese province Qinghài living in Liáochéng use the form ā’xūn only, other Hui in the same town pronounce it as ā’xūn ~ ā’xun ~ ā’xūm ~ ā’xʊŋ ~ ā’xʊŋ – depending on the group of speakers. For the second syllable 阿 Schuessler (2007) gives the Old Chinese reconstruction hwrêŋ, Late Han Chinese hueŋ, and Early Middle Chinese as xweŋ. Pulleyblank (1991) gives for

1 The paper in hand results from some fieldwork in the context of socio-linguistic research among the Hui-Muslim communities in the province of Shândōng. The author wishes to express his thanks to Miss Sūn Mèngyáo from Liaocheng University.
Late Middle Chinese *xwaːŋ* and Early Mandarin *xwəŋ* or *xun*. A. Vovin\(^2\) suggests for Late Middle Chinese more convincingly *xweŋ* or *xwəŋ*. But there are also further differences in the use of the title/address among the speakers, while the Āhōngs themselves were the only ones using the title/address in its “correct” form *ā’xōŋ*, the members of the communities from Shāndōng pronounce it *ā’xūn* ~ *ā’xun* ~ *ā’xūm* (the fluctuation was observed among female informants) ~ *ā’xʷəŋ*. Hui Muslim from Qīnhǎi, for example, use the form *ā’xūn* only. Another observation concerns the combination with names. While the Uyghurs use the title/address *ā’xūn* together with the name and using the possessive (e.g. *Jigdilik Mesjid’ning Imam’i Abdükerim Ahunum*), the Hui-Muslim from Qīnhǎi living in Shāndōng use the title/address isolated and seemingly avoid the name of the respective Imām. In case of the Hui from Liáochéng the situation is different: they also avoid the personal names and just use the title/address, but sometimes combine it with the family name of the respective Āhōng, e.g. *Wǔ Āhōng* (= Imām Wǔ; name of the Āhōng of the so-called “East mosque” in Liáochéng\(^4\)).
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\(^2\) Personal communication (May 4, 2019).
\(^3\) Information provided by Dr. Aysima Mirsultan (personal communication, May 2, 2019).
\(^4\) In the town of Liáochéng exist two mosques called by their location in the old town: the older “East mosque”, sometimes called “Great mosque” and the later built “West mosque”.